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Abstract 
We show that there is no primitive recursive algorithm over the natural numbers and lists of 
natural numbers that computes the minimum of two numbers in time O(min), in call-by-value 
evaluation order. This is in contrast to the call-by-name case. 
1. Introduction 
In [l], Colson shows that primitive recursive algorithms over the natural numbers, 
evaluated call-by-name, has the property of ultimate obstination; from a certain point 
in the computation, such an algorithm will consume one off its arguments completely 
before it looks into the others. This property is used to show that the following al- 
gorithm for computing the minimum of two natural numbers cannot be mimicked by 
primitive recursion: 
min(O, y) = 0, 
min(s(x), 0) = 0, 
min(s(x), s(y)) = Succ(min(x, v)), 
Succ(x) = s(x). 
This algorithm is not ultimately obstinate, since it consumes its arguments in parallel. 
The property of ultimate obstination also has a complexity corollary: There is no prim- 
itive recursive algorithm over the natural numbers which computes the min-function in 
time O(min). 
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In [2], Colson studies, among other things, primitive recursive algorithms over the 
natural numbers and lists of natural numbers, evalauted call-by-name. It is shown 
that such algorithms does not satisfy the property of ultimate obstination. Colson 
gives an example of such an algorithm which computes the min-function and has 
the same denotation as the one given above. This example has time-complexity 
O(min’). 
In [3] however, David gives a primitive recursive algorithm over natural numbers 
and lists of natural numbers which computes the min-function and has both the wanted 
denotation and time complexity O(min). 
This points to an interesting relationship: When new datatypes are added (in this case: 
lists of natural numbers) to the already given ones (in this case: natural numbers), not 
only can they be used to compute new functions. They can also be used to write 
algorithms for already computable functions, but with new intensional properties. In 
this particular case, there is even an increase in efficiency. We shall show that this 
relationship, in the case of primitive recursion over natural numbers and lists of natural 
numbers, depends on the order of evaluation. 
In [4], Section 7, primitive recursive algorithms over natural numbers, evaluated 
call-by-value, are studied. It is shown that no such algorithm exists which computes 
the min-function in time-complexity O(min). The main result of this paper is that 
this still holds when lists of natural numbers are added, in contrast to the call-by- 
name case. Moreover, the proof of this is a natural extension of the one given in 
[4]. We will however include enough details in order to make this paper reasonably 
self-contained. 
2. Basic definitions 
2.1. Equational definitions over N and L 
The underlying formalism of [4], on which this paper is based, is that of equational 
definitions of functions of HerbrandGiidel-Kleene (HGK) systems. We shall now 
describe such definitions of functions over natural numbers and lists of natural numbers. 
By N and IL, we shall denote the sets of natural numbers and lists of natural numbers, 
respectively. A type is an expression a + p, where a is some product of N and 11 and 
/zI is either N or IL. If a is a product of N and ii, then the ith projection of a will be 
denoted by ai. 
Let the set of numeral terms be defined inductively from 0, a set of numeral variables 
and the successor constructor s. The set of list terms is then defined inductively from 
the empty list constructor nil, a set of list variables, the numeral terms and the cons 
constructor. The cons constructor will be denoted by :: and written in infix notation. 
A numeral term or list term which does not contain any variable is called a numeral 
or list, respectively. These are identified with their corresponding elements in N and 
[L. They will be collectively be referred to as values. 
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Finally, the set of terms are defined inductively from the sets of numeral terms 
and list terms and a set Z of function symbols (it is assumed that every element 
in C is assigned a type). A term is ground if it contains no variables. To every 
term a we associate a natural number o(a), called the order of a, in the following 
way: 
(1) If a is a numeral term or list term, then o(a) = 0. 
(2) If a =F(ut,..., a,), then o(u) = sup(o(ui),. . .,~(a,)) + 1. 
A ground term of order 1 is called an atom. If a is a term, then its sort, denoted by 
sort(u), is given as follows: 
(1) If a is a numeral term or list term, then sort(u) = N or sort(u) = II, respectively. 
(2) If a = F(ul,...,u,) and F is of type CI + /I, then sort(u) = /?. 
An equation is an expression a = b, where a is a term of order 1 and b is any term. 
A finite set of equations D is an equational dejinition or system if 
(1) It is impossible by any substitution of numerals for variables to transform two left 
hand members of distinct equations to the same term. 
(2) The right hand memeber of each equation contains only variables occurring in the 
left hand member. 
To each system D, we associate a partial mapping from the set of atoms to the set 
of ground terms. This mapping will also be denoted by D. It is defined in the fol- 
lowing way: if a = b E D and cr is a substitution such that ua is ground, then 
ua E domD and D(uo) = bo. This mapping is a function definition, in the sense 
of [4]. 
Next, we define what the extension of a ground term a is, relative a system D. This 
means that we are to explain what value D assigns to a. This value is denoted vale(u). 
It is given inductively as follows: 
(1) If a is a value, then valD(u) = a. 
(2) If a is domD and valD(D(u)) = II, then vale(u) = u. 
(3) If a = F(u~,..., a,), o(u) > 1, valo(ui) = Zli and val&F(ui ,..., u,)) = u, then 
vale(u) = u. 
Observe that this is call-by-value evaluation, It is easy to see that vale is a partial 
function from ground terms to values. 
A presentation is a pair (D,F), where D is a system and F is a function symbol. 
The type of (D, F) is the type of F. The extension of (D, F) is then the partial function 
f : a + p, where a + /I is the type of F, given by 
f(E) II valo(F(E)). 
2.2. The intension of presentations 
We shall now describe the intension of a ground term, relative a system D. This 
shall be a representation of the computation of a in D. We choose to represent this 
as a tree decorated with terms. The intension of a in D will be denoted by [ajo. It is 
defined inductively as follows: 
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(1) If a E dom D, then [a]~ is 
a 
(2) If a $ domD and o(a)< 1, then [a]o is 
a. 
(3) If o(a) > 1, say a = F(ai,..., a,), then there are two cases. If valo(ai) = Ui for 
i = l,... ,n, then [a]~ is 
,1/c------. 
a,. ... uao UF(~,,...,qJliD 
If valo(ui) is undefined for some i = 1,. . . , n, then [alo is 
Given [a]~, the underlying, undecorated tree is denoted doti+. Thus, do@+ is the 
set of undecorated nodes of [a] o, together with their ordering relation. If x is a node 
of I[u]o, then [ajo denotes the term decorating x in I[+. When D is given by the 
context, we will sometimes drop the subscript from [aJo. 
Next, we introduce the notion of equivalent intensions: given systems D,D’ and 
ground terms, a,~‘, we say that the intension of a in D is equivalent to the intension 
of a’ in D’ if the following holds: 
(1) dom[u]o = dom [u’]ot . That is [ajo and [u’]o~ are equal as undecorated trees. 
(2) For every node x E dom[a]o: 
[a]&) = _L H @z’]o(x) = 1. 
If [Q&c) = b and [[a’]o~(x) = b’, where 6, b’ # I, then o(b) = o(b’) and sort(b) = 
sort (b’). 
This is dentoed [ajo E [u’]o,. 
When considering a presentation (D,F), the relevant intensions are the intensions of 
the F-atoms, we say that the intensional graph of (D,F) is the set 
JYQF) = {[F(v)]o I u E a), 
where do is the domain of F. Thus, the intensional graph of a presentation (D,F) 
collects all the intensions that D assigns to the function named by F. 
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The notions of equivalent intensions and intensional graph are now combined in the 
following way: Given (D,F) of type a + D and V E CI, we say that the argument class 
of V in (D,F) is 
Fd(D,F) = {w E Gf I [W)]D = [WqD}. 
Since = is an equivalence relation, the argument classes constitutes a partition of the 
argument-space SI. 
2.3. Primitive recursive presentations over N and [I 
We shall now define the main objects of this study: the primitive recursive presen- 
tations over N and L or primitive recursive presentations, for short. These are given 
inductively as follows: 
(1) O,(X) = 0, where c1 is any product of N and [L. 
(2) nil,(x) = nil, where CI is any product of N and il. 
(3) r&(x) = xi, where IX is any product of N and II. 
(4) Succ(x) = s(x), 
(5) Cons(x,xs) = x::xs. 
These are the presentations for the base functions. 
(6) (Composition) If (01, Gi ), . . . , (Dk, Gk) are primitive recursive presentations of type 
a + Bl,..., c( + j&, respectively, and (&+I, Gk+i) is a primitive recursive presen- 
tation of type /?i x . . . x Pk + /3, then (D,F) is a primitive recursive presentation 
of type CI -+ /?, where D is the union of DI, . . . , &+I and the following equation: 
F(F) = Gk+i (Gi (X), . . . , GO)). 
(7) (Recursion over IV) If (01, G) and (Dz,H) are primitive recursive presentations of 
types tl -+ /3 and N x p x c1 --+ J?, respectively, then (D,F) is a primitive recursive 
presentation of type N x CI + B, where D is the union of D,, 02 and the equations 
F(O, Y) = G(y), 
@(x)9 7) = H(-% W, Y), 7). 
(8) (Recursion over U_) If (01, G) and (D2,H) are primitive recursive presentations of 
types M + /3 and N x L x /I x CI + /I, respectively, then (D,F) is a primitive 
recursive presentation of type II x c( ---f /?, where D is the union of D1, Dz and the 
equations 
F(nil,v) = G(y), 
F(x :: xs, 7) = H(x, XS, F(xs, Y), 7). 
Remark. Given systems D and D’, it may not be the case that their union is a system. 
However, if D and D’ have no function-symbols in common, their union will always 
be a system. This can always be achieved with a suitbale renaming of the function 
symbols in either D or D’. Clearly, such a renaming will not change neither extensions 
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nor intensions in any significant way. In case (6)-(8) above, it is thus assumed that 
the occurring presentations have no common function symbols. 
3. Intensions of primitive recursive presentations 
3.1. Argument classes of primitive recursive presentations 
A set of A G Nk is a simple product if A = Al x . . . x Ak, where each Ai is either a 
singleton or N. Also, a function f : A + N, where A C Nk, is N-linear if it is constant 
or there exists 1 <i dk and c E N such that f(E) = ni + c. 
It is shown in [4] that for primitive recursive presentations over N, the argument 
classes are simple products and the extension, when restricted to an argument class, is 
N-linear (Theorem 7.6 in [4]). In what follows, we shall show that this result can be 
extended to primitive recursive presentations over N and [L. 
Since the argument spaces considered here are products of N and [L, let us begin by 
generalizing the notion of simple product and linear functions to such cases. To every 
u E lL there corresponds a unique tuple of natural numbers. Denote this tuple by N(u). 
Clearly N is a bijection, with IL as domain and UEO N’ as range. 
Let c1 be a product of N and il, that is c1 = c11 x . . x uk, where each ai is either 
N or [L. A subset of A& a is simple product if A = Al x . .. x Ak, where, for each 
i=l , . . . , k, the following holds: 
(1) If Cli = N, then Ai is either singleton or N. 
(2) If Cl: = IL, then N(Ai) & FV” for some m and N(Ai) is a simple product as a subset 
of N”. 
It is easy to see that if A and B are simple products, then A n B is either empty or a 
simple product; simple products are thus closed under non-empty intersections. 
A function f : A --f N is N-linear if it is constant or there exists 1 6 i 6 k and c E N 
such that a, = N and f(5) = Vi + C. 
A function f : A --) il is [L-linear if there exists N-linear functions 91,. . . , g,, : A + N 
such that 
f(V) = g1(V) :: . . . :: gn(E) 
or there is an 1 d i <k such that cli = 11 and 
f(E) = g,(E) 1: ” 1: gn(C) 1: Vi. 
A function which is either N- or [L-linear will hereforth be called linear. 
Lemma 1. Let x,/3 be products of N and IL. Let A C CI, B C /? be simple products and 
let fi:A--t/Ii, i=l,..., m, be linear functions. Then the set 
C = (5 E A I (f l(E), . . . , fm@)> E B) 
is either empty or a simple product. 
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Proof, This is proved in a similar way as Lemma 7.5 in [4]. 0 
Lemma 2. Let (D,F) be a primitive recursive presentation. 
(1) If (D, F) is dejned by recursion over N, then 
[F(n,i?)I) E [F(m,W)J + n = m. 
(2) rf (D,F) is defined by recursion over II, then 
[F(u,E)j - [F(z,w)j + length(u) = length(z). 
Proof. (1) is essentially Proposition 7.3 in [4]. This proof can be adapted to (2). We 
leave the details to the reader. 0 
Lemma 3. Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation. 
(1) If (D, F) is dejined by composition, then [F(?i)j s [F(E)]l ti I[G@)]I = [G$i)] for 
i=l ,...,k and[Gk+l(v~,...,uk)j = [Gx-+i(wl,.. . , wk)], where vi = val(G@)) and 
wi = val(G;(?E)). 
(2) rf (D,F) is defined by recursion ouer N, then (F(O,Qj E [F(O,W)] H [G(U)J E 
[G(Z)], [F(k + 1, V)]l 3 [F(k + I,?+)] ++ [F(k, V)] = j[F(k,ti?)] and IjH(k, v, V)j E 
[H(k, w,W)], where u = val(F(k,E)) and w = val(F(k,iC)). 
(3) rf (D,F) is dejined by recursion over [L, then [F(nil,C)j = i[F(nil,W)] H [G(E)]l E 
[G(S)], [F(n :: ns, ii)] = i[F(m :: ms, w)]l H [F(ns, V)] = [F(ms, W)]l and I[H(n, ns, F, V)] 
E [H(m, ms, w,i;i’)j, where v = val(F(ns,E)) and w = val(F(ms,w)). 
Proof. An easy verification. We leave it to the reader. 0 
Theorem 4. Let (D,F) be a primitive recursive presentation off : a -+ /I. For every 
v E CC 
(1) The restriction off with respect o [U](D,J) is linear. 
(2) ~]cD,F) is a simple product. 
Proof. (1) This is proved by induction on (D, F), using Lemmas 2 and 3 and the fact 
that linear functions are closed under composition (see Theorem 7.6 in [4] for more 
details). 
(2) This is proved by induction on (D,F), using Lemmas l-3 and (1) above. It is 
done in the same spirit as Theorem 7.6 in [4]. 0 
Let us briefly discuss the meaning of this theorem. It shows that if (D,F) is a 
primitive recursive presentation over N and il of a function f : Nk + N, then the 
structure of the argument classes and the restriction off to these are the same as in the 
case of primitive recursion over N. Thus, as far as these two properties are concerned, 
there is no clever way of exploiting the presence of list recursion when computing a 
function from Nk to N. For instance, it is still not possible to mimic the presentation 
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of the min-function, mentioned in the introduction. The argument is exactly as in the 
case of primitive recursion over N. We refer the reader to [4] for details. 
It remains to prove that there is no primitive recursive presentaion over N and [L 
which computes the min-function in time O(min). 
In the present context, it is reasonable to use the size of the intension as a measure 
of time-complexity. Formally, we say that for a presentation (D,F) of type c( + p, 
time(o,F) is the function from a to N, given by 
Thus, the computation time of U in (D,F) is simply the number of nodes in [[F@)]D. 
Let (D,F) be a primitive recursive presentation of type M -+ /? and let U E CC. We 
say that i is Jixed in [ii] if ai = N and the ith projection of [B](QF) is singleton. 
Lemma 5. Let (D, F) be a primitive recursive presentation. If i is jixed in [ij](~,~), 
then vi < time(D,&i?). 
Proof. This is proved by induction on (D,F) (see Proposition 7.9 in [4]). 0 
Theorem 6. Let (D,F) be a primitive recursive presentation of the min-function. Then 
time(D,F-), is not O(min). 
Proof. Since min is not N-linear on N2, at least one of the arguments is fixed in an 
argument class [n, WZ](Q,~. Theorem 4 then yields that one of the arguments is uniformly 
fixed in every argument class. This, together with Lemma 5, gives that time(o,F) cannot 
be O(min). q 
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